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Using enCloud™ to View a Device’s
Data Update Interval

E

ncore Networks’ cloud management system, enCloud™, provides management of your
connected Encore devices via a web portal anywhere. The enCloud management system
manages Encore Networks’ EN™ Routers (EN-400™, EN-1000™, EN-2000™, EN-3000™,
and EN-4000™). The EN™ Routers include coordinated firmware for enCloud management.
Each device updates its information according to its update interval. In enCloud, the default
interval for a device’s Data Frequency—that is, how often the device checks into enCloud
to report data—is 300 seconds (5 minutes).
Note: Each device checks in with enCloud on an assigned interval. enCloud waits for
devices to check in with it; enCloud does not send out messages to devices.
If an EN™ Series router is on a private network or is on some other closed system, you will
need to provide a path out of the private network to myencloud.com, in order for the
EN™ device to check into enCloud.
enSite™ is recommended for devices in a closed network.
This document provides a quick procedure to view or change a router’s Data Frequency
interval for data updates. The procedures assume that you are a tier 1 user with
administrator access to tier 2 customer accounts.
To see the Data Frequency for a specific device, do the following:
1

Open your enCloud or enSite account.
» The Table of Tier 1 Accounts is displayed (Figure 3-1).
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Figure 3-1. Table of Tier 1 Accounts

2

In the enCloud/enSite menu (along the left side of the screen), select Tier 2
(Customers).
» The Table of Tier 2 Customer Accounts is displayed (Figure 3-2, partial display).
Figure 3-2. Table of Tier 2 Customer Accounts

3

Select a tier 2 customer in the table.
» The customer’s Table of Tier 3 Groups is displayed (Figure 3-3).
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Figure 3-3. Table of Tier 3 Groups

4

In the enCloud/enSite menu, select Devices.
» The customer’s Table of Devices is displayed (Figure 3-4).
Figure 3-4. Table of Devices
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Select a device in the table.
» The Device Dashboard is displayed (Figure 3-5).
Figure 3-5. Device Dashboard

Note: On the Device Dashboard, the fifth item listed under System parameters is the
Data Frequency for updates. In Figure 3-5, a red rectangle indicates that parameter;
its value is 300 seconds (5 minutes).
If you have administrative access, you can change the interval for retrieving data
updates.
6

Near the upper right corner of the Device Dashboard, select the button for More
Actions.
Note: The button for More Actions is just under the button for user information. In
Figure 3-6, the user information button displays Distributor User 1 [Admin].
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On the dropdown menu for More Actions, select Set Data Frequency (Figure 3-6).
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Figure 3-6. Selecting Additional Actions

» The Panel to Set Frequency of Data Updates is displayed (Figure 3-7).
Note: The default update frequency is 300 seconds (5 minutes).
Figure 3-7. Panel to Set Frequency of Data Updates

8

Type the interval or use the field’s scroll arrows to indicate the interval (in seconds) that
the device will use to check for data updates. Then select the button to Set Frequency.
» The new Data Frequency interval will be displayed in the Device Dashboard.
Note: To return to the Table of Devices, select Devices in the enCloud menu (along
the left side of the screen.)

See the enCloud™ Management System Document Set for a list of documents with
information to set up your enCloud account.
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